
applied poetics in urban space 
15th – 20th of may 2017 : 2–7pm 
call for participation  
 
claudia bosse, artistic director of theatercombinat, in collaboration 
with urban curators kyiv 
 
we are looking for citizens, neighbours, artists, performers, 
architects, thinkers, dancers, urbanists and activists of all ages to 
participate in choreographic interventions in 5 different urban areas of kiev. 
the interventions will be developed during a 6-day workshop that will offer 
choreographic tools and body consciousness exercises to read and to relate 
to the urban space.  
 
we will use non-spaces, dysfunctional spaces, urban wounds and 
symbolic spaces to compare them and to touch and explore their 
potentials. the body will be our instrument to sense, to relate, to construct 
and to physically understand space and movements in the city and to 
activate alternative imaginaries. the public space is our laboratory for a 
physical learning: what are the practices and the rhythms inscribed in 
spaces and in our bodies, the inscribed spatial practice? how can we use 
our body as a tool to disrupt functionalities and normatives of daily 
routines? how can we create resistant communities with our bodies? the 
tactics of this open studio practice will be documented, published online 
and spread via the participants. 
 
the body is thereby the location and the archive of space experience and 
at the same time provides the potential for individual and collective 
practices. we will develop in situ choreographies that occur as temporal 
appropriation of the public space. they interrupt the rhythmic composition 
of the urban. the individual body thereby becomes public, takes over a 
place and appears (as a condition of the political) by learning and widening 
the inscriptions of urban reality. the workshop is a physical observation, it 
is an urban experimentation, it is a school of consciousness. it is a 
language of possibilities and a subversion of normative structures. it is a 
social sculpture which will permanently shift its contours, bring them into 
question by the constructive energy of all of its participants. 
 
the workshop is conceptualized and led by the german artist claudia 
bosse who is working on the co-authorship of space for artistic practice. 
she is a choreographer, theatre director and artist, internationally creating 



performances, multimedia installations and urban interventions. she is the 
artistic director of the transdisciplinary company theatercombinat in vienna 
and berlin. 
 
no particular knowledge needed. participants should be interested in 
exploring different urban landscapes in kiev during a public working 
process. they should be able to take part regularly in the 6 days of the 
workshop from 15th – 20th of may, 2–7pm. the communication language 
will be english and ukrainian. our practice will be permanently public. 
please fill an application form  with some information about your 
motivation and background till 21 april 2017 
 
public space is understood as a place for permanent negotiations in this 
project. we believe in the coproduction of space by everyone, in the 
copresence of a multitude of networks and narratives in the urban space, in 
the layers of different usage of places without territorial marks and in the 
permanent activity which makes space liquid and not monumentalized. the 
workshop “applied poetics in urban space” is part of “urban laboratory 
IDEAL PARADISE ukraine” in kiev and kharkiv by claudia bosse in 
collaboration with günther auer, produced by theatercombinat vienna,  in 
collaboration with urban curators, supported by change of scene – a 
programme by robert bosch foundation, austrian cultural forum kiev and 
goethe-Institut. 
 
urban curators as the local partner of this project is an independent, 
interdisciplinary agency that works in the field of architecture, urbanism 
and cultural management in Kyiv. their mission is to create and revitalize 
urban space for public benefit, with the involvement of all stakeholders. 
they are confident that space is a result of joint interdisciplinary effort. 
they believe in public potential and support the right for the city. they 
choose meaningful work and value freedom, creativity and honesty in 
work. 
www.urbancurators.com.ua 
 
theatercombinat is a highly experienced production company for 
independent art and theatre work, run by claudia bosse. it engages in 
research on theatrical concepts, pushing theatre beyond its limits in search 
of new, collective and adventurous ways to communicate with spectators, 
the space and a different organisation of the public. the international 
productions create new, experimental spaces for action and perception 
between theatre, installation, choreography and performance. the 

http://urbancurators.com.ua/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScn9IGt-O1dhcNNRhKDYseqnTD_blrczKBogrsiZTRCSrCPNw/viewform


site-specific works also include (choral speech) choreographies, urban 
interventions as well as discourse about theories of practice. 
www.theatercombinat.com 
 
team 
artistic director: claudia bosse; sound/media: günther auer; in 
collaboration with: urban curators: nastya ponomaryova; local production 
manager: nin khodorivska, oksana potapova, research: oleksandr 
vynogradov, iryna yakovchuk; production manager theatercombinat: 
margot wehinger; communication theatercombinat: vicky klug 
a production by theatercombinat, supported by wien kultur, szenenwechsel 
/ robert bosch-stiftung, austrian cultural forum kyiv and goethe-Institut 
 
public relation coordinator - nin khodorivsko (380937747529) 
participants coordinator - oksana potapova (380506202727) 
poeticsinurbanspace@gmail.com 
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